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shift into electronica, but also transformed her kimono style into 

something innovative rather than pastiche.   

The Hollywood adaptation of Memoirs of a Geisha (2005) fostered 

the global interest in kimono and reinforced the romanticized 

vision of geisha that had fi rst formed in the late nineteenth century 

(pp.223–4). Kimono are central to the fi lm, which garnered costume 

designer Colleen Atwood (b.1948) an Academy Award. Atwood’s 

clever use of colour, pattern and styling clearly distinguishes the 

characters and creates complex yet harmonious compositions 

when they appear in frame together (no.196). It is through her 

change in costume that protagonist Chiyo is transformed from 

a servant girl, dressed in plain and drab colours, into Sayuri, an 

ambitious apprentice geisha in layers of shimmering silk. The 

rivalry between Sayuri and Hatsumomo, a celebrated but spiteful 

geisha, is beautifully conveyed through costume.15 Sayuri wears 

kimono in pastel colours, neat and demure, while Hatsumomo’s 

red and black kimono are styled loosely, symbolic of her passionate 

and tempestuous character. Sayuri’s mentor, Mameha, wears soft 

browns and greens, denoting her role as mediator between the 

two. Kimono are not merely costumes, but plot devices within the 

narrative. When Sayuri is given a kimono by the Baron, Mameha’s 

patron, he uses the moment to forcefully undress her. With the 

arrival of the Pacifi c War, Sayuri fi nds safety working for a kimono 

maker in the countryside. This setting not only offers sumptuous 

cinematic scenes of kimono silk wavering in the water and 

fl uttering in the breeze, but also provides Sayuri with a vital link to 

her previous life as a geisha. Despite the controversies that mired 

both the book and the fi lm, the carefully considered use of kimono 

anchored the latter to both Kyoto and the exclusive world of geisha, 

while at the same time appealing to an international audience.16

Such fairy-tale interpretations of geisha inspired Katy Perry 

(b.1984) to wear a kimono for her performance of ‘Unconditionally’ 

at the American Music Awards in 2013: ‘I was thinking about 

unconditional love, and I was thinking: Geishas are basically, like, 

the masters of loving unconditionally.’17 Wearing a kimono-qipao 

hybrid, her performance was derided as ‘yellowface’ (no.197).18 The 

condemnation was not based purely on her wearing a kimono, 

but rather the way in which it was worn. Perry’s mixing of kimono 

and qipao angered those who saw it as a lazy confl ation of East 

Asian cultures, while the 1940s hair and make-up was reminiscent 

of ‘pan pan girls’, unlicensed street prostitutes associated with the 

military servicemen during the American occupation of Japan 

(p.224). This image of the over-sexualized Asian woman touched 

a particularly raw nerve, with journalist Nolan Feeney arguing 

that ‘it’s these kind of stereotypical visuals that play into white 

fetishization of Asian women – something Perry doesn’t have to 

deal with when she takes off her costume’.19 The situation was 

not helped by Perry’s reputation as a singer known for trivializing 

and capitalizing on both racial and sexual stereotypes, criticisms 

she initially rebuked but now apprehends. However, when the 

2018 Eurovision winner Netta (b.1993) was also accused of cultural 

appropriation for wearing a kimono-style dress, fans defended 

the Israeli singer on Twitter by arguing that hers was not a case 

193 (detail p.230)

DRESS WITH OBI DESIGNED 
FOR BJÖRK

Alexander McQueen 
(1969–2010)
Figured satin silk
London, 1997
Private Collection
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ARTWORK FOR HOMOGENIC 

Björk (b.1965), Katy England 
(b.1966), Nick Knight (b.1958) 
and Alexander McQueen 
(1969–2010)
Sleeve art, One Little Indian 
Records
London, 1997
Nick Knight
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One of the celebrated views of Edo by Utagawa Hiroshige depicts 

the busy shopping street of Suruga-chō (no.57). Using striking 

perspective, modulated by clouds, the artist has focused on two 

of the most famous sites of the capital: Mount Fuji rising above 

and, stretching out below, the drapery store Echigoya. That a 

kimono retailer should have become such a recognizable part 

of the visual landscape of the city is testament to the social, 

economic and cultural importance of clothing commerce in 

Edo-period Japan.1

Founded in 1673 by Mitsui Takatoshi (1622–94), the Echigoya 

sold kimono fabric, mostly supplied from Kyoto where 

Takatoshi also established a store. His distinctive crest (mon) was 

prominently displayed on the doorway curtains (noren) of the 

store which, as can be seen in Hiroshige’s print, extended along 

the shopfronts on both sides of the street.2 The premises on the 

left specialized in luxury silk and asa fabrics (gofuku), and the one 

on the right on lower grade tsumugi silk and cotton (futomono).3  

Recognizing the potential power of his brand, Takatoshi had the 

mon emblazoned on umbrellas that he lent to customers when it 

rained and on printed handbills (hikifuda), which drew attention 

to another retail innovation: the introduction of cash sales and 

fi xed prices. Business had previously worked on credit, with 

customers settling their bills twice a year, and costs were decided 

through negotiation. 

Such strategies brought Takatoshi success and prosperity and 

were soon emulated by other kimono stores (gofukuya) such as 

Daimaruya. A print by Utagawa Kunisada depicts three elegant 

women outside Daimaruya, while inside can be glimpsed shop 

workers carrying great piles of fabric for customers to view (no.84). 

The Daimaruya crest can also be seen in another print by Kunisada, 

in which an attendant shows fabric delivered from the store to 

her mistress who is doing her morning toilet in front of a mirror 

(no.58). The title of this print suggests the scene is taking place 

inside the imperial palace. Instead, this is probably a brothel. The 

courtesan has just said farewell to a client, the bedding piled up 

behind her. Another attendant chooses kimono for her from a rack 

where garments have been airing. Fashionable dress is the subject 

of this print and having the Daimaruya crest featured was powerful 

advertising for the store, as was their prominent appearance in 

the other image. Such prints acted as guides and souvenirs for 

travellers to Edo, spreading information about the city, its shops 

and the latest fashions to a wide populace. As well as prints and 

handbills, guide books detailing shops and their products were 

published, and stories about the founding of famous kimono 

stores, told in legendary style, appeared in contemporary fi ction. 

Courtesans and actors would also promote the latest fashions from 

particular retailers. In one coordinated publicity campaign of 1715, 

performances in all three of Edo’s major Kabuki theatres featured 

a special declaration extolling the latest kimono fabrics available 

at Echigoya. In the large-scale market economy that developed in 

the Edo period, new fashions were fostered by clothing merchants, 

endorsed by celebrities and promoted by the publishing industry in 

much the same way as today.4

Anna Jackson and Iwao Nagasaki

Creation and Commerce 
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to popularize Tokyo subcultural style outside Japan, making 

Harajuku a tourist destination.

Another feature of street style that infl uenced kimono fashion 

was the trend for vintage (no.256). The cyclical nature of fashion is 

ever-present in kimono, as historic styles are consistently revived 

and reinterpreted. The elegance of the early twentieth century 

is a persistent favourite and often referred to as the ‘Taisho 

Roman(tic)’. Older styles, such as the bold check fi rst popularized 

by the eighteenth-century Kabuki actor Sanogawa Ichimatsu, 

also continue to inform fashion (nos 47, 257). In recent years 

kimono have shifted from being a facet of subcultural style to 

high fashion. While this is perhaps due to the porous distinction 

between the two, the transition can be seen as the kimono 

returning to its rightful place. 

The fashion clout of Tokyo, and more specifi cally Harajuku, 

has become a central feature of ‘Cool Japan’. Regardless of 

attempts by the Japanese government to monetize this cultural 

capital, the various networks established through blogs and 

forums have ensured that the kimono community remains 

vital and independent. Online stores have extended the market 

and empowered kimono wearers outside Japan, all of which 

contributes to the multiplicity of styles and sensibilities. The 

shifting boundaries between public and private space are yet 

another infl uence on fashion. The rise of social media has been 

linked to the demise of street style, but it has also democratized 

fashion by allowing people to engage with it regardless of their 

location, while the free association encouraged by these new 

platforms fosters experimentation. Although the infl uence of 

mass media has faded, resulting in less cohesive groups, social 

media has extended historian Benedict Anderson’s concept of an 

‘imagined community’ to a global level.6 

Just as courtesans and geisha were once the leaders of style 

and taste, that role today falls to the current roster of ‘infl uencers’. 

Despite criticism from both inside and outside the fashion 

industry, infl uencers are now an inescapable part of the system. 

Ostensibly ‘ordinary’ people, infl uencers are thought to bridge 

the gap between designers and customers by providing a personal 

touch to what is essentially fashion marketing. While it is true that 

many infl uencers are paid by brands to promote their products, 

some have risen from the underground scene and had the title 

placed upon them. This is most certainly the case in Japan, where 

the already vibrant and diverse fashion ecosystem has produced 

infl uencers now name-checked by The Business of Fashion index in 

its top 500.7 Mademoiselle Yulia (b.1987) – DJ, designer, columnist, 

kimono stylist and Tokyo fashion icon – regularly appeared in 

FRUiTS long before the launch of Instagram (no.259). Blogs such 

as Tokyo Dandy, founded in 2008 by Dan Bailey and Joe Kazuaki, 

have encouraged style across the gender spectrum, resulting 

in not just a revival of men’s kimono fashion, but also a new 

appreciation of the gender fl uidity of Japanese dress.8

European and American brands have been seeking infl uencers 

to localize their global marketing campaigns. However, Japanese 

infl uencers are not simply responsible for transmitting western 

Below
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MIHO (MISA) WEARING 
WA-LOLITA IN HARAJUKU

TOKYO, 2013

Photograph by Kjeld Duits 
(b.1959) for Japanese Streets

Opposite
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MITAKE WEARING VINTAGE 
KIMONO IN HARAJUKU
TOKYO, 2010

Photograph by Emi Kusano 
(b.1990) for Japanese Streets 
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DEXTER DANIELS MODELLING 
SKATE GEISHA ENSEMBLE BY
MILLIGAN BEAUMONT (B.1992)

Central Saint Martins degree 
show
London, 2015
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TOKYO HINAGATA

Nagatomo Yuki (b.1991) 
Crepe silk (chirimen), 
freehand paste-resist dyeing 
(yūzen(( )
Kanazawa, 2018
Ecru no Mori Gallery
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INFORMAL KIMONO FOR A 
WOMAN

Machine-spun plain-weave 
pongee silk (meisen), stencil 
dyeing of warp and weft 
threads (heiyo-gasuri) 
Possibly Isesaki, 1930–40 
Khalili Collection, K46
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STAIRCASE, DECEMBER, 

FROM THE SERIES PICTURES OF

THE MONTHS

Kobayakawa Kiyoshi 
(1889–1948)
Ink and colours on paper
Tokyo, 1935
The Levenson Collection 


